
BULLETIN No. XCVI, 

THl3 YABIATlON I N  AREA O F  HYDROGEN ABSORPTION MARKINGS 
WITH LONGITUDE 

A8stract.-The results in thil~ paper aro based upon the Ha, spectroheliograms taken at Kodaikanal Observatory 
during the years 1926-1930. 

The srens of the Ha absorption marking8 lying longitudinally on the surface of the sun were measured and compared 
with tho~le of the respeciive ones nt tho central meridim. The areas were found to be least at the central meridian 
increasing with longitude townrds tho limb. The ratio of the area of a marking at any longitude A to its area at the central 
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meridian is found to fit the formula COH h + (i sin h - --) whore b is the breadth and h the height of the marking 2 

above the chromosphere. Tho factor '' w ~ a  found to be %bout 1.8 for markings at a11 latitudes md 1.9 for the equatorial ones 5 
alone. 

The breadths of the Ha dark markings at tho central meridian were measured for the two years 1926 and 1990. The 
mean breadth was found to be 17O.3 for xnt~rkings at all latitudes and 15"*4 for the equatorial markings alone. The respective 
heights deduced wore 31''*1 and 2gtt42. 

Int~.rodzlct~~on,-Tho areas of Ha dark markings wers originally regarded to behave in the same way 
as sunspot areas, varying as tho co~ine of thoir angular distances from ?;lie centre of the sun's disc, due to 
the curvature of tho sun's surface. I t  was under this asslxrnption that the measured areas of the Ha dark 
markings wers corrected for foreshortening, before incorporating the results in the Kodaikanal Observatory 
Bulletins. This practice is still continuad though it has long been known that tlie area$ do not vary according 
to this law. This can be aeon from the accompanying plate where a longitudinal Ha marking is followed 
'from the eastern limb of the sun to the western, and it is quite evident that the area near the limb 
is actually larger than that near tho central meridian, Sincc the areas of dark markings do not actually vary 
slccorcling to tho foreshorteziing factor, tho ~zincarrected areas have been given in Kodaikawal Observatory 
Bulletin No. XU and. omwarcls, tho areas correoted for foreshortening being continued for the purpose of 
comparison with tlie previous bulletins . 

To find out some empirical law according to wl~ich the areaa of Ha markings vary with longitude, a 
detailed st;udy of a number 'of markings is required, ancl on the suggestion of Dr. T. Royds the present work 
was undertaken. 

Method and ResuZGs.--The H& dark markings selected for the purpose of this investigation were those 
that lay longitudinally or only alightly inclined to a meridian of the sun and that also persisted at least for a 
quarter rotation of the sun on the visible hemisphere. If a marking extended through more than 5' of 
latitude, the portion of the marking in cach belt of 5' of latitnde was treated as afi individual marking. The 
areas of the markings were measured on sucoesgive days on which the Ha spectroheliograms wera available 



and tabulated accorcbng to their obeerved lowtudes from the centssl mendian in colwnns of 5 wh 
rafaos of these area to those of the respectme markings at the central rnerlhm were calculakd pm& 
purpose the mean area of a marlung between 15 emt and 15 west of the central qenhan va8 taken to 
~ t g  arm at the central merihau The same procedure was adopted for all the available rnasklz~m d n d ~  @ 

years 1926-1930 
These remits are ehown in table I below The rstloe for east and west are shown separately  fa^ ICQ 

year together mth thew means The numbera mthin brackets Indicate the number of markm~s m d  
m each zone of longhude 
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NztgnBer qf Jlc1,~7cimgs nzeasured in each Belt of Latihde. 

It was desired to know whether the equatorial markings differ in any way from those at higher latitudes 
in their behaviour with regard to area. For t1his purpose the markings lying between 15'north and south of 
the equator were sorted oat and their ratios calculated as before. The results are given in the following 
table :- 

TABLE 1x1. 
Mean. Ratios Jbr Lutit~des 4- 15' to - 15" onZy, 

The results in tables I and I1 are representecl graphically in diagrams I and 2, the ordinates represent;' 
ing the mean ratios for the years 1926-1930 and the abscissae themean longitudes from the central meridian. 
These longitudes are the observed loligitudqs which are slightly higher than the real longitudes on account 
of the height of the markings abovo the chromosphere. But the difference between the meamred and the 
true longitudes is small being only about U0'5 at 45' longitude, and about I* at 60' longitude, assuming the 
base and height of the marking to be on the average 15" and 30" respectively. Therefore, this difference 
was not taken into account in measuring the longil~x&es of tbe markings. Moreover, a8 the marking8 were 
grouped together in zones of 5' of longitude and a0 the mean longitude of each ?;one was taken to represent 
the mean longitude of all the markings in that zone, the majority of the markings ~vould not be affected. 
Only a few o f  the markings woulcl fall into tho next lower zoned. The effect of this would be to  just shift 
the curves given below towards the left without seriously digtorting their shapes. 
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1937 AIt~ucll 18, 211 2Hu1 (;. C. '1'. 1087 A,lr~~cll 19, 211 .12l1l C. C. T. 1927 March 20, 2" 35l" G. C. T. 
AIcnll lougit,uilc 5s" I{, n r c b i h l l  longi tuilc 4 6 " ~ .  &Iena longitude 32' E. 

1927 nfc~rch 23, 211 4g111 G. C. T. 
Menil longitude 8'TV. 

1927 March 24, 211 32111 (2. C. T, 1927 Mnrch 25, 811 lo1" G. C. T. 1927 March 26, 2" 26" G. C. T. 
Meam. lollgittzdo 82OTV. Mean loizgitude 3GaW. Mean longitude 50°W. 

The marlcillg lies botwcen lntitudes 7O N nllcl 0, All tllc lJl~otagmphs aye posit,iycs on o. scale of 204 111111 to the dinllleter of the sull. 



Before proceeding to devise the exact nature of %he change in the area of the marking with longitude, 
some nsmmption regarcling its cross-section is neceseary. In  the diagram, 0 R S represents the equatorial 
plane in the sun, 0, R and S being the points on the axis, east limb and the central meridian respectively. 
Consider a longitudinal Ha marking at an angle h. from the central meridian. Assuming the cross-section 
to be a rectangle, let E B O: K in the figure repredent a section of the marking at right angles to its length. 
Let its breadth E B 11s equal to b, and its height J F be equal to h. 

Neglecting the effect of the inclimdtion of the sun's equator to the ecliptic which is small, an observer 
from the earth always looks at ithe Sun in a direction parallel to S 0. He will not  notice any appreciable 
change in the length of the marking, but to him A D will appear to be the breadth of the marking. But 
A D =  A B + B D =  bcosX+hsinA, 

On this assumption the ratio of the area of any marking at longitude to its area at the central meridian 
h 

will be C O ~  A + i; sin A. In diagram 1 the curve with alternate dashes and dots was drawn with the V ~ U ~ S  

cslaulated from this formula, assuming for the value 1'5. It is evident that it cannot be made to fit 
the actual curve on account of the too rapid increaae in ratios near the central meridian. 

I t  is therefore necessary to discard the assumption of a rectangular cross-section for the marking, and 
to assume a triangnlar cross-section instead, an assumption which is justified by the general shape of the 
prominences on the limb giving riae to the H a  dark markings. In the figure E B F represents a triangular 
cross-section of base b and height 11. A CY will now appear as the breadth of the marking when seen from 
the earth, 

A C = A R + ( B D - C D )  
b = b  cos A -i- (h sin A -  -i. cos A) 

The length of the marking remaining the same, the ratio of its area at longitude A to its area at the 

central meridian will be eos A + ( $ sin X - & cos A). 

This is true only i f  C falls outside A B. For small values of A, C fall$ inside A B and the breadth of the 
marking will be only A B, so that the ratio will be represented now by cos alone. 

As we have seen, this formula is derivod tt~king into account; a marking near the equator, It can be 
also shown that whatever be the latitude of thc marlring, the ratio of its area at 1ongitude.A to its area at the 
central meridian remains the same to R, close approximation, Moreover all the markings measured are 
between zk 40" of latitude. 

Now if the above formula were taken to be corrcct, we expect hat the ri tios got by measurement should 
B 

compare well with the ratios calculated from the formula, the constant being properly chosen. In the 

diagrams 1 and ' 2 the broken line curves were drawn with the ratios calculated from the formula as 
ordinates, taking tho constant to be 1'8 and 1 '9  resr)~ctively. We see that these curves agree fairly well with 
the full line curves drawn with the observed ratios as ordinaties, except near the limb where close agreement 
cannot be expected on account of the difficulty of obtaining reliable measures. 

The fact that very few markings remain quiescent for a long time an4 that many of them will be 
undergoing snclden changes with respect to their baso and height should not be also forgotten. But it is 

hoped that in the mean ratios for the five years given in the last row of table I, this error is greatly 
minimised. Besides as tl~ese aro the means of ratios measured in the corresponding zones east and west of 
the central meridian, any abnormal changs in  the eastern zone p a y  be supposed to have been compensated 
by a reverse change in the corresponding western zone and vice versa. This is what we notice by a com- 
parison of the ratios east and west oE the central meridian. The western ratios are slightly higher than the 
eastern ones. This is probably due to the fact that most of the markings measured to the west were growing 

-ones, 



Hsiglits qf the Ha Abfiorpltion Harking$. 

The formula derived in this papea. not on19 explains the observed variation in the area of Ha markin@ 
with longitade,- but it also givee the relation between the height and the breadth of the marking. It show8 
that the mean height of a marking is about 1'8, times its apparent breadth near the central rneridiaa, 
the equatorial markings, this htio 9'  lightly higher, vie., 1'9. Therefore, if the mean breadth of a ~ W U W  
near the central meridian is known, its height can be deduced. For thie purpose, the breadths of 116 w Y ~  
ingsfor the two yema 1926 and 1930 were measured by meam of a micrometer, Of them marldqgs only 88 
were withh 1g north and eouth of the equator. Care was taken t o  meawre the breadth8 only when the 
markings were at or near the central rneridb. In each case the mean of at least two or three readinse waa 
adopted w the mean breadth. The mean breadth wad found to be 0'54 mm. lor 17"*3 for marking4 dl 
hkitud~ and 0'48 mm. or 15"4 for ma,rkings withip& 15' of latitude. The heighta deduced from these v d t l ~  
ware 31u*l aad 29"*2 reepectively. 

These heights corredpond with the abeolnte heighta deduced in Kodaikanal Observatory ]Bd18~ 
No. L n X E  by qaite a ditEer0n.t method. According to the arguments given there, it might bsve be- 
expected here to get only about 5' for the height of a marking, the lower portion of the marking to (I h&@bL 
of about 28@ not showing itself by absorption. It now appears from this paper that that ia not tbe CM#Q 

with dl mkings. 
In conelusion I wish to exprese my gmtitpde to Dr. T. Rayds and Dr. A. L. Narayan for their v&1%b1e 

midance and maas mggations, 
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